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Dancing with the stars sia chandelier performance

ABC reality darling Dancing with the Stars is gearing up for its 14th season, but the question is: Will viewers still flock to the TV dance floor? The 12-person lineup was announced yesterday, with the show's premiere set for March 19. Although it had a typical assortment of TV actors and personalities,
singers and sports stars, the selections left many stunned compared to previous seasons. Highlights include singer Gladys Knight, series star Jack Wagner, Jaleel White (better known as Urkel from Family Matters), Extra TV presenter Maria Menounos, The View co-host Sherri Shepherd, Melissa Gilbert
(from Little House on the Prairie), famous Green Bay Packers receiver Donald Driver and tennis legend Martina Navratilova. The show's executive producer, Conrad Green, told USA Today the choice was purposeful: This season we wanted to go for a sympathetic cast, people that you feel affectionate
about. At the heart of our show is finding people you can root for and want them to win. Jimmy Kimmel wasted no time in taking the cast to task last night and making humorous digs about the lineup. What do you mean? Looking forward to the new season? This content is created and managed by a third
party and imported to this page to provide users with their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io Build-up to Carole Baskin's debut on Dancing With the Stars has been almost entirely two hours in the making. The endless banter of an
animal rights activist who watched other artists was harrowing for fans who watched the show live. Since the producers saved her Eye of the Tiger dance to the very end, some viewers have begun to wonder if her performance might be the best. ABC 'Dancing With The Stars' contestant Carole Baskin |
Frank Ockenfels/ABC via Getty Images Why does Carole Baskin agree to compete on 'Dancing With the Stars' when she can't dance? Baskin first rose to fame in the Netflix documentary Tiger King: Murder, Mayhem and Madness. Since then, fans have been debating whether it had anything to do with
the disappearance of her husband Don Lewis. I know many of you who watch Big Cat Rescue are wondering', 'What the hell? Why does he dance on TV when he's supposed to protect cats? Baskin told her fans on Instagram. I want you to know that it's absolutely all about protecting cats. In the video, he
explains that he donates all the money he earns back to the rescue. All that money goes into our work to end the abuse of big cats, continues the owner of the animal sanctuary. Dancing with the Stars helps us protect big cats by funding the work we do to end their private ownership and stop the
manipulation of the cub. Baskin plans to make every segment about her tribute to the big cats and save them. She is competing on the show to continue her work as an animal activist not to plead her innocence over her ex-husband's disappearance. The 'DWTS' judges rated Carole Baskin's performance
the lowest of the night I love the connection you have when you dance, judge Carrie Ann Inaba began with a few compliments. Carole Baskin just danced to 'Eye of the Tiger' everyone. We could work to get your shoulders off and some technical issues. Then Derek Hough has been saving his tiger king
star line since she was announced to join Dancing With the Stars. RELATED: 'Tiger King': Why Carole Baskin's reign is devastating for animals at Joe Exotic's Zoo Carole Baskin, ya danced that with Pasa, you broke it, Hough added his lyrics to the famous viral TikTok dance. I commend you for being
here and dancing. What you just did was well done. Her shoulders were definitely hunched over. I know we're going on a tiger theme, but sometimes it moves out a little bit. In the end, Bruno Tonioli and Baskin made it to the end. I thought he was going to dislocate his shoulder,' Tonioli admitted. But you
know me. I call it the way I see it. It was a little sedated, it took shape, but I want to hear you scream. It doesn't spring as it should. Jurors gave the animal rights activist an overall score of 11 out of 30, the lowest all evening. Fans weren't kind to Carole Baskin on social media after her DWTS debut That
was hard to follow! wrote one fan in comments on Instagram. Poor Pasa! Several fans agree that they feel that her dance for Pasa has been inappropriately paired with someone else who will be gone after just two weeks. What was I actually looking at!, another fan asked with a laugh. Somehow that
dance just fit into the rest of 2020. Still, other viewers commented on Baskin's unpleasant reaction to host Tyra Banks when she asked if the star channeled her inner tiger for the dance. When Tyra asked her if she had put her inner tiger into the dance, and she nodded to that awkward nod - Tyra's facial
expression after it was priceless, another viewer wrote. Sounds like Baskin's first performance went about as well as expected. Viewers will see her once more before it's time to retire in Season 2 of 28: Kelly Monaco and Alec Mazo The very first season of Dancing With the Stars, which aired in 2005, won
by ex-Playboy-model-turned-actress Kelly Monaco and her partner Alec Mazo. Kelly initially faced harsh criticism and a low score from the judges, but by the end she had won a perfect 30 out of 30 for her freestyle on Let's Go Out Loud. 2 of 28 Season 2: Drew Lachey and Cheryl Burke Boyband
members can usually bust a move or two, but former 98 degrees member Drew Lachey absolutely crushed it during his time on DWTS. Alongside his partner Cheryl Burke, he scored three perfect scores before being crowned champion. It's an ugly trophy, but you really want to win Drew joked during his
time on the show. 3 of 28 Season 3: Emmitt Smith and Cheryl Burke Dance for Cheryle Burke brought home their second Mirrorball trophy with partner Emmitt Smith. Smith, a former NFL player, became the first of many professional athletes to win a ballroom competition. Smith and Burke came out of the
gate sauving, earning 8's overboard on their first week. They then went on to pick up three perfect scores and several near perfect scores along their way to mirrorball. 4 out of 28 Season 4: Apolo Anton Ohno and Julianne Hough Two-time Olympic gold medalists speed skater Anton Ohno and his partner
Julianne Hough cruised through the fourth season of DWTS and earned a whopping five perfect scores. According to Apolo's skating coach John Schaeffer, his competitiveness is almost on the verge of madness, which would explain the hours and hours he put into perfecting the technique of each step. 5
of 28 Season 5: Hélio Castroneves and Julianne Hough brazilian racing driver Hélio Castroneves brought home a second victory for dancing for Julianna Hough. Castroneves and Hough earned high scores during the season but sealed the deal in the final with a freestyle at Earth thousands of dances and
a quickstep at Hey Pachuco that both earned scores of 30 out of 30.Despite being one of the best drivers in the Indy 500, Castroneves told Time that he mostly gets recognized from DWTS now. 6 of 28 Season 6: Kristi Yamaguchi and Mark Ballas It's no surprise that the choreography came naturally to
two-time world figure skater Kristi Yamaguchi. Kristi and her partner Mark Ballas performed three perfect dances in the finale, including an unforgettable jive, before taking the trophy home. Since leaving the show, Kristi says she has remained a loyal DWTS fan, Inquisitor reported, and tries to tune in
every week. 7 of 28 Season 7: Brooke Burke and Derek Hough Dance for Derek Hough brought home the first of many DWTS victories with model Brooke Burke. Brooke said the competition helped her get through a tough time in her life. One thing I learned in the ballroom was how to dance through the
chaos of life gracefully, she told The Daily Mail.She then went on to co-host the show with Tom Bergeron for seven seasons before being replaced by Erin Andrews in 2014. 8 of 28 Season 8: Shawn Johnson and Mark Ballas For just 17 years, Olympic gymnast Shawn Johnson had the strength,
determination and flexibility to take home the Mirrorball trophy in the closest finale in the show's history. Shawn and her partner Mark Ballas beat actor Gilles Marini by less than 1%. The athlete's time on DWTS was marred by a bit of drama after the stalker tried to break into much of CBS while in
possession of guns, duct tape, and love letters to Shawn.The close call didn't scare Shawn away and she returned to the all stars competition in season 15, where she was partnered with Derek Hough. The pair went far, but second place. 9 of 28 Season 9: Donny Osmond and Kym Johnson Singer Donny
Osmond began their DWTS journey with some critical remarks from judges his dances are too theatrical - one can expect from a musical theater star. But with the help of dance pro Kym Johnson, Donny stepped up his game and scored two perfect scores in the final. At 51, Donny is the oldest person to
win the competition, but what seemed most excited about him was that he surpassed his sister Maria Osmond, who was competing in season five. I beat Maria! Osmond said on Good Morning America. I'm really proud of that. 10 of 28 Season 10: Nicole Scherzinger and Derek Hough collaborate with the
dancer for Derek Hough, former Pussycat Dolls member Nicole Scherzinger took home the win in season 10. It's no surprise that the pop star did well on dance routines, and earned a high score from week one. During the finale, the duo performed a high-energy jive that received great praise from judge
Len Goodman. There can only be one winner of Dancing With the Stars. It should be you,' he said. 11 of 28 Season 11: Jennifer Grey and Derek Hough Derek's third win came the following season with partner Jennifer Grey. The Dirty Dancing actress was no stranger to tackling technical choreography,
but said the competition was much harder than learning dances for her best-known film. This dance experience was much more difficult [than Dirty Dancing, where] I learned basically one dance over the months, she said on GMA. It was a whole other level of dance. 12 of 28 Season 12: Hines Ward and
Kym Johnson Former NFL player Hines Ward teamed up to dance for Kym Johnson for season 12 and wowed both the audience and judges with his moves. The duo picked up four perfect scores during the contest and took home the Mirrorball, despite Kym suffering from a smuth vertebrae after the lift
went wrong in rehearsals. 13 of 28 Season 13: J.R. Martinez and Karina Smirnoff actor J.R. Martinez, best known for his role on All My Children, narrowly edged out Rob Kardashian to take home the win with his partner Karina Smirnoff. J.R. was incredibly happy to help bring Karina her first win at DWTS.
I'm so grateful to have been able to be part of the journey to help her win her first mirror trophy, he told The Hollywood Reporter. He deserves it. She should be in the elite category of people who won on this show. 14 of 28 Season 14: Donald Driver and Peta Murgatroyd Dance for Peta Murgatroyd



teamed up with former NFL player Donald Driver in season 14 and took home a surprise win. Fellow finalists William Levy and Katherine Jenkins consistently scored higher and received better praise from the judges, but it was Donald and Peta who left with the trophy. 15 of 28 Season 15: Melissa Rycroft
and Tony Dovolani's former Bachelor contestant and Dallas Cowboys cheerleader can only take third place when she he competed in season 8, but Melissa returned to Dancing With the Stars: All-Stars and took home Mirrorball. Although melissa had never won before, she said the support she received
during the season was incredible. The support behind us all season, it feels good,' she said after the win. I felt the cast was really happy for us. Melissa hosted a live Dancing With the Stars tour in 2015. 16 of 28 Season 16: Kellie Pickler and Derek Hough Kellie Pickler may have only placed sixth on
American Idol, but paired with Derek Hough, she came out on top on DWTS. Pickler claimed her victory by participating in the sport – especially cheerleading – at the beginning of her life. It's been quite a while and cheerleading is a lot different than the ballroom, but what helped me the most, my greatest
strength, is my flexibility,' she told Boot. 17 of 28 Season 17: Amber Riley and Derek Hough Glee actress Amber Riley began her DWTS experience on a high note and tied for the highest score ever dealt on the first week – a whopping 27 out of 30. She and her partner Derek Hough then went on to pick
up five perfect scores and only got a score of less than eight once. Amber, who took part in a show that wanted to prove that women of all sizes could compete, found further significance in the victory. I want women of all sizes to know you can do whatever you put your mind to,' she said after nabbing
Mirrorball. It does not matter what size, what color you have - you can do anything you put your mind to! 18 of 28 Season 18: Meryl Davis and Maksim Chmerkovskiy Olympic figure skater Meryl Davis went head-to-head against her skating partner Charlie White for season 18 of DWTS, but it was Meryl,
along with dancing for Maksim Chmerkovskiy, who came out on top. She absolutely crushed her routine and holds the highest celebrity average score of 28.4 out of 30. 19 of 28 Season 19: Alfonso Ribeiro and Witney Carson Alfonso Ribeiro may be known for his interesting dance moves on Fresh Prince
of Bel Air, but at DWTS proved he could conquer the dance floor and took home mirrorball. His dance pro Whitney Carson even processed Carlton into one of their routines, and the risk paid off, giving the pair a perfect score. 20 of 28 Season 20: Rumer Willis and Val Chmerkovskiy actress and singer
Rumer Willis had a sizzling partnership with a dancer for Val Chmerkovskiy that took them all the way to the top and even tied for the highest number of perfect scores at the time - 6. Rumer was so infatuated with the whole experience (and Val) that she got a tattoo of them dancing on her biceps. The
couple denied any dating rumors, but Rumer reportedly had the tattoo removed after Val moved on and started dating fellow DWTS for Jenna Johnson. 21 of 28 Season 21: Bindi Irwin and Derek Hough At just 17 years old, Bindi Irwin, daughter of the late Crocodile Hunter Steve Irwin, took home
mirrorball with for Derek Derek The nature conservationist stunned the judge with her routines, especially the freestyle on Footprints in the Sand, which she dedicated to her late father. While dancing on the show was vastly different from the wildlife studio, Bindi said she was incredibly happy to have had
the experience. The most special part of this experience is really being able to grow and touch parts of my life that I never thought I would really go and be able to share my journey and story with so many others,' she said after the win. 22 of 28 Season 22: Nyle DiMarco and Peta Murgatroyd Model Nyle
DiMarco were the second deaf contestants on DWTS, but the first to take home the trophy. He didn't let it be heard that music prevented him from getting to every step of the routine, and he made some stunning numbers. Who could forget the absolutely glamorous freestyle where he and partner Pete
danced around a burning piano? 23 of 28 Season 23: Laurie Hernandez and Val Chmerkovskiy Laurie Hernandez became the second Olympic gymnast to take home the Mirrorball trophy, and at just 16 years old, she is the show's youngest winner to date. She cha cha'd right into the hearts of the
audience and judges and earned an incredible eight perfect scores. Laurie and Val had a great partnership, which Val wrote about on her Instagram. What an amazing ride it was, playing an older brother, mentoring this wonderful talent and spirit. Excited to see how high she will continue to rise, how
radiant her star will continue to shine. Very proud of the young leader she's become. 24 of 28 Season 24: Rashad Jennings and Emma Slater Dance for Emma Slater won her first Mirrorball with former NFL running back Rashad Jennings. Rashad's run on the show was full of high-score dances and he
quickly became a fan. While fifth Harmony singer Normani Kordei was clearly the judge's pick to win, and they were visibly upset when he placed third, judge Carrie Ann Inaba told Rashad that he had earned the win. 25 of 28 Season 25: Jordan Fisher and Lindsay Arnold Disney Channel star Jordan
Fisher teamed up with for Lindsay Arnold to beat all competitions that included violinist Lindsey Sterling and actor Frankie Muniz. After the victory, Jordan took to Twitter to express his gratitude. There are no words to describe the feeling of going through a battle with my sister. Putting in all the time and
effort and energy for 12 weeks, then being rewarded for it after the most incredible time?! Incredible. Jordan stayed with the DWTS franchise and went on to host Dancing With the Stars: Juniors. 26 of 28 Season 26: Adam Rippon and Jenna Johnson Olympic figure skater Adam Rippon used his
personality, perseverance, and great technique to take home the trophy this season of all DWTS athletes. Even judge Bruno Tonioli admitted just three weeks ago that between Adam and his partner Jenna Johnson, it's impossible to say who the professional is. he was also the first openly gay man to take
home the Mirrorball trophy. 27 of 28 Season 27: Bobby Bones and Sharna Burgess Radio personality DJ Bobby Bones had controversial wins in season 27. Despite getting consistently lower scores than his fellow contestants, Bones still came out on top, leading to criticism from fans who said the show
had turned into more of a popularity contest than a dance competition. The criticism leads to a new rule introduced in season 28 that would allow judges to outvote audience votes and choose which of the bottom two dancers will go home. 28 of 28 Season 28: Hannah Brown and Alan Bersten Bersten
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